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The Need for Eariw Field Experiences

For as long as there have been student teachers and directorsf stu-
dent teaching, there probably have been those agonizing sessions in
which a frantic and frequently sobbing student teacher in the last
semester of the senior year comes into the director's office and:blurts
out, "I hate it! I can't do it! I can't be a teacher! What am I going to do? I
don't want to be a teacher!"

Sometimes the-director is facedwith an equally distressed university
supervisor, supervising teacher, or-principal saying, "He can't do it!
He can't work with kids; he can't fit into a classroom! What are we go-
ing to do? He wants to be a teacher!" And, for every one of theseemo-
tion-wracked sessions, there undoubtedly should be dozens more, be-
cause the painful truth that has too often been ignored in teacher edu-
cation is that not everybody ought to be a teacher because not everybody
can teach.

None of us seems uncomfortable about the fact that aspiring singers
are regularly told they aren't good enough to sing opera; it just seems
reasonable and fair to let them know they aren't likely to make it. Yet,
we have been ever so reluctant to tell prospective teachers that they
aren't good enough for the classroom, and then after they are certified
teachers, we wonder why so many of them aren't successful in the
schools. It seems hard to make peopleunderstand that not only can'twe
all sing opera, we can't all teach school.

For the student who faces up to the painful reality that he or she
dots not belong in teaching or does not really want to be there, coun-
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soling can assi.,7-:- 1r student in In c.m ,soarer in which he or she can
experience sin and make a co,i ,oe., nr.i. After a period of time-. the
emonional asp. s.i..itht-clecislron. and both the student: and
the 7-,rofessiot; tar filetter sem eiib...c_acm.,;1,.)f the student's decise,.n to
(-harem. ,.areer-

xi- virtu the, t:::?..,maric riot ncur, but should, the
out,.--iir is tt teacren, onniession who are blundering
alony... 4 g or -ver u work., and usually making little
corm 11bIL:1011 I, J. th MOW,. 1,0

i om ,et 1,, , ;le ,rbesirr of teacher preparation He-
fore c.1:, rrung one. xvias , ,sited to teaching or did not like :t?
Invarunv, tnre zniswer.::.; .'ildr'in reaching was the first point in ure
prep._: nn itirograrrtgwergru ...Ali-col-6,1re teacher worked with di=d-
drew tat

that ti,-
assign-
man%

d any tracnning. 6.1 s,:..,,t,;iiird it an odd music curriculum
it ;he asp.r;; r'or't. .v err- !i to sing until he or she
lead it: an , trr::,Ain< < . ittnraance. Yet, that is really wt...it
have be..er parospectiv teachers.

It 'cc-I:re-ninnies', than so. it --aturrtg. in a student's senior year is
too lat , r lie prparat, tan o 0,,...ectve teacher for the first attempt
.0 teat nurzpor One wonders how the profession
( nu ll alh r this st t, illy reasons and excuses need not be
detailed i. :, 'taws that such practices are coming
to an rot ":e arr. :tat re' deteroune who really wants to and
ran teat . rata in the reacher education program
thiough -7arly field -apict.

Eat expi 1,1 s to make a determination of a stu-
dent's .1+,011 ,Wise in the teaching profession and
to proviiri he det,t;..opurrnial ;:;:4Turttnnities required to he a success in
the cla*.n... nn..FIY.. 'teem -,ac -paration field experiences is an en-
compao4n521 one. Cof tera . it ulerstocrd to refer to all those off
campo..to.rer led lot ,neservic e teacher that involve him
or her inzetac tiro: with students or personnel respon-
sible 'ot unients ten a f. 'w tut',%.--ities the preservice teacher's inter-
action witin studet,o' s tra. n« 1. in :he university setting at the lab ora-
t'rytirluuvi, but it a runt. like's In (*cum in nearby public schools. The
field rot. liner ?;.,- mon need -lot be school, however: it can be at a



Boy's Club_ a Girl Scout troop meeting, a (-omit-unity youth agency. a
daycare center, a camp, or any txher slot- ill -which child- and youth-
oriented programs arc found. 'Some of nor. first earls field experience
programs were developed in such nonschp Air settings where the teacher
education student spent nme as a volunrect assisting a youth agency's
professional staff.

The word directed.,, crilical to the of teacher preparation
field experience. just preservice tinrr, off campus is not
teacher preparation 'le,: experience. That a 1, magic in simply mot
ing students away the university ( no matter how L.
away the field site m, he or how mare, -,nun-fits are housed there.
Directed nth,ates -a' experience pros- id,r-s purposeful activity that
assists stuc:-. :is in -war:mining their ai! teach and their
promise as.,, ache i:aliso provides an opomertimair to practice teach-
ing skills at, mo translate theoreimal knrovledge into class-
room prac - ,cier 's specific purpos-- wit! taifferent with dif-
ferent fielr esspe9 Ices. but they shoal. all 'till tinder one of the
purposes Amy e. The term earl-% !tel. riperienre is used to
dist inguis . ,Iwinmanis that precede sandy it or--zching.

While °r .her,ous neer' for early field e'rences is illustrated
by the inc . its ited at the ueginning of the chapter, there are at
least four=,. h- that are addressed with an vrtri-. field experience
program.

1. Th rd to know if he or she r ikes students :arch
wa to re f,

2. Th need to know if the stud' 1- he promise of be-
( ,j a tea, ler

3. airni "'F'd to practice and de% 1 instructional skills
no the tant of assuming major ch, ,om responsibility in
surf teatiantrg

'11.-:0 why:- 4-'7r:war ion need to nurture hoeio comtnunicat ion be-
t we- -he coll,-ges of education and th.r._At boots where their stu-
der be working as teachers

The &mom Need To Know
Therer,ne matt v different kinds of schools in this country that one
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educator we know insists that he believes everything his students tell
him about American education because he is mere that somewhere it is

true and generally the students are simply relating their own experi-
ences! We won't go so far as to say we believe everything a student tells

its about schools. but wedo agree that almost every student entertains a
different notion of what schools and teaching are all about. That is one
of the major reasons wily students who think they want to be teachers
sometimes get out intro schools and find they do not. Their notion of
schools and teaching simply was not what they found when they
started teaching. For somesaudents, the reality is at such variance with
their aspirations for teaching, they simply won't or can't be a part of it.
This is particularly truly of (tilder teacher education students who have
not attended or been exposed to schools for many years. Teaching
often just isn't what they expected it would be. With an early field ex-
perience program. the sttudem has the opportunity to examine his per-
sonal ideas about schools and teaching in light of the reality of the
situation.

With early field experiences the preservice teacher can also more
ac cnrately determine the grade level and kinds of students he finds most
interesting and appealing. University students are not always aware of
the many kinds of children the schools do serve. One student teacher
preparing to teach secondary English volunteered to serve as a life-
guard in an after-school swimming program for elementary school
blind youngsters who were housed in the high school where he was stu-
dent teaching. lle was so excited with the challenges and opportunities
for helping these youngsters that he changed his career plans. Earlier
(immunities to participate in a variety of teaching situations could
have directed him much sooner.

The University Need To Know
Positive interaction with youngsters is generally believed to be a

critical aspect of successful teaching. For most preservice teachers.
developing effective interaction with youngsters is simply a matter of
sufficient guidance and practice. Some preservice teachers require
more practice than others. For some. however. no amount of practice is
sufficient; they are simply ineffeotive when interacting with
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youngsters. Without emit .1,..1d experiences. preservice teachers maybelieve themselves to be ri .wing good
progress toward their goal of

becoming teachers ber.aus.-- good grade point average in their pro-fessional courses whet. inrsztr....they are not at all able to translate their
theory into effective pi in these situations the university needssuch information Am". .1 4iiiiiatrnt as early as possible in order to redi-rect the student into a cam-r--nr. which he or she can be successful.

The Student Need Tin Practice Skills
Today's tight job rrnarkei demands beginning teachers who canbring good skills to thitrit initial teaching assignment. By participatingin a series of early field experiences prior to student teaching, the stu-dent is more likely to (dome to that assignment able to begin full-time

instruction. This earliarr Mittation into full-time teaching allows stu-dents to be more skilled at rhr end of student teaching than they wouldotherwise have been.
The earlier experiet%ces also give preservice teachers a measure ofconfidence in teaching:2ndworking with youngsters, resulting in more

self-assurance in both Ltitieir student teaching and initial teaching job.

The Teacher Educaltion Need To Improve CommunicationBetween the Schook_and University
An early field expermice program can have a positive renewal effect

on the faculties of bona the schools and the teacher education institu-tion. The school personnel can benefit from the energy, enthusiasm,and assistance that the preservice teacher can provide. The teachereducation faculties can benefit from the continuing exposure to thereality of the school classroom. Ultimately, these two critical parties tothe teacher education process could eliminate the territorial isolationengaged in by both.

Curiously absent from the list of needs for early field experience is aneed based on research that documents emphatically that it will pro-duce better teachers. Unfortunately, nobody yet has been able to prove
completely that early or even late field experiences produce a better
professional educator. Perhaps one reason that there is so little docu-mentation in this area is that, as virtually the only common corn-
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ponent to tercher education programs in this country, field experi-
ences enjoy such a high degree of content validity that they are almost
above question. This has been especially true of the student teaching
experiences. As more early field experiences are instituted, the research
will develop and hopefully support such practices toward which our
theory and common sense notions have directed us.

I0



Organizing an Early Field Experiences Program

Traditionally there has been a certain amount of conflict between
teacher education institutions with their theoretical orientation and
the public schools with their practical and realityorientation. Much of
this conflict has developed because the school and the university at-
tempted to function independent of one another. A truly workable
early field experiences program will require closer ties between schools
and teacher education institutions. Such partnerships are not new;
precedents exist in other professional programs.

Historical Precedents
In 1906 the University of Cincinnati instituted an engineering pro-

gram based on the premise that a great deal of engineering skill can
only be developed through on-the-job experience and training. Today
university-industry partnerships in the U.S. in engineering number
well over 200. Business and industrial education as well as medicine
and law have long incorporated early field experiences into their pro-
fessional preparation programs. Communitycolleges across the coun-
try also have attempted to incorporate the partnership concept in order
to match their training programs with the realities of job performance
requirements.

Although other professions have utilized the partnership approach
for many years. teacher training institutions have until recently taken
little advantage of such approaches. One of the earliest examples of a
school-university (teacher-intern) partnership was at Temple Univer-
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sity in Philadelphia in 1955. Several years ago, the University of Chi-
cago developed cadres (teaching teams) for practical school experience
in Chicago schools. More recently, other universities have imple-
mented early field experiences programs (partnerships) in which pro-
fessors and public school teachers work together to develop preservice
professional programs.

The partnerships and cooperative efforts now underway have dem-
onstrated that much productive learning for prospective teachers can
result in our public school classrooms because of the exposure to actual
school situations provided. There is really no substitute for the pro-
spective teacher's exposure to the spontaneous behavior and varied
learning styles of children. Such exposure requires that close and mu-
tually supportive relationships between school districts and teacher
training institutions be developed. Following are some suggestions for
implementing an early field experiences program that will hopefully
lead to a continuing school-university partnership in teacher edu-
cation.

Setting Up Early Field Experiences
I. initiating the program. Bring together representatives from the

university and public and private schools, including parents, who are
interested in programs that will benefit both preservice and inservice
teachers as well as the schools. Discuss the possibility of developing an
early field experiences program utilizing a partnership concept. In-
clude in discussions the implications of an early field experiences pro-
gram for all participants involved (university, administrators, stu-
dents, and teachers). An early field experiences council made up of
representatives of participants could be organized to help set up initial
phases of the program, i.e., what the program is, how it will operate,
how it will be administered and evaluated. Such a council would exist
on a continuing basis to facilitate the program once it is developed.

2. Program clarification for participants. All concerned must be-
come thoroughly familiar with the aims of the program and the areas
of responsibility each is expected to assume. Inservice training for those
administrators and teachers participating in early field experiences
should be initiated as soon as is feasible. The college instructor should
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explain the goas of the program to the students before they are as-
signed to school , including routine matters such as dress codes, be-
havior, and promptness. Students must clearly understand that their
role is to assist, not direct, the program in the school or community
agency to which they have been assigned.

3. Sequencing student participation. All students should be as-
signed to schools or agencies after proper contact has been made and
the number of placements has been determined. These studentsshould
report to the school or agency at which time the principal or agency
director should assign students to staff who have expressed a desire to
work with early experience students. After the first meeting, students
should report directly to their respective classrooms or agencies on the
assigned day.

4. Specific tasks for student participation. Early experience students
seem to function best when assigned specific tasks, such as working
with an individual pupil in a remedial setting involving reading, spell-
ing, and arithmetic; working with small groups in the same academic
areas; clerical duties like keeping records and grading papers; assist-
ing the teacher. etc.

5. Coordinating the Office for Early Field Experiences. An office
should be established at the university with one person assigned to ad-
minister the early field experiences program. This person and his or
her staff make contacts with schools and agencies, orient students and
participating staff, assign the students, and maintain a master schedule
of placements. This office director also acts as a continuing liaison be-
tween the schools and the university in such areas as handling prob-
lems, conducting evaluations, and making necessary changes to make
the program more effective.

Early field experiences for teacher education students will bring
younger, less well prepared students into school settings, thus requir-
ing new and different administrative structures in order to accom-
modate a new set of expectations and problems. Some school systems
close to large colleges or universities may find that the addition of early
field experience students might cause disruption in their schools
simply because of sheer numbers. Unlike full-time student teaching
assignments, in these early experience assignments students will be
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sandwiching their activities between their regular classes and conse-
quently will need to remain geographically close to their college or
university. Another set of administrative problems for students and in-
stitutions involves scheduling and transportation. To address these
problems, a variety of logistical and supervisory systems will need to
be developed.

Although the public and private schools provide the most widely
utilized and readily available laboratories for early experiences, teacher
education staffs should explore other community resources where stu-
dents can experience a variety of learning activities in different settings.
These resources may include Boy and Girl Scouts, Boy's Clubs, senior
citizens centers, youth centers, recreation departments, YMCA-
YWCAs, Job Corps. prisons, preschool programs, and others.

One student that we had in elementary education did his early field
experience in a youth correction center. He was so excited about his
work there that he later changed his major to psychology. continued to
volunteer and work at the center, and is now employed there part-time
while he completes his education. A student majoring in social studies
had received two semesters of early field experience at both the junior
high and high school levels, but was still unsure about teaching. After
some discussion, he decided to do an experience at the YMCA: he thor-
oughly enjoyed the experience zinc! has changed his major to recreat ion.
We heard later that he had received a YMCA-sponsored scholarship
and will have a job upon graduating.

College and university faculty should make an effort to utilize a
variety of community resources where such resources contribute to the
preservice teacher's understanding of career opportunities, subject
matter. teaching, and working with students.
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Roles and Responsibilities in Early Field Experiences

The success of an early field experiences program requires a coopera-
tive administrative structure. All members of the teacher education
"partnership" should have specific roles and responsibilities identi-
fied for which they are accountable. The following are suggestions re-
garding the assignment of responsibilities to the various members of
the partnership.

Role of the coordinator of field experiences
I. To plan and coordinate transportation, attendance, and other

basic problems of students participating in early field exper-
iences program

2. To communicate with all concerned (i.e., faculty, students, ad-
ministration, teachers, advisors) in the program

3. To serve as a clearing-house for the variety of information rela-
tive to the early field experiences program

4. To identify and recruit new sources for early field experiences
placement

5. To counsel students and assign them to appropriate field ex-
periences

6. To develop necessary forms to insure the smooth operation and
accountability of the program

7. To establish agreements with participating agencies

15 16



Role of the school administrator
I. To see that the guidelines and policies,of both school'und uni-

versity are followed
2. To communicate with school distrie, personnel regarding the

early experiences participants and the program itself
3. To communicate with college and university representatives
4. To assess the quantity and quality of the field experiences pro-

gram as it pertains to the school
5. To screen and match participants and supervising teachers
6. To encourage the inservice educational dimensions of the pro-

gram with the school staff
7. To identify classes appropriate for observation, participation,

or teaching
8. To assume a full partnership role in the planning and imple-

mentation of the program

Role of the classroom teacher
I. To give definite assignments to early experiences students as ap-

propriate
2. To involve early experiences students in varied activities in the

classroom
3. To evaluate in a manner agreed upon by the school and uni-

versity

Role of teacher education faculty
1. To define the purposes and objectives of the early experiences

program
2. To develop cooperatively school and university policies regard-

ing the early experiences program
3. To plan for early experiences in the classroom and forecast what

is going to happen as a result of those experiences
4. To mediate conflict between the cooperating teacher and early

experiences students, involving administration as appropriate
5. To diagnose student strengths and weaknesses prior to place-

ment
6. To evaluate student participation both independently and

jointly with school personnel

16



Role of teacher education administration
I. To identify the various college or univettorty personnel who will

participate in the program
2. To communicate with all parties concerned with early field ex-

periences
3. To provide adequate financial suppoirafor the program
4. To evaluate the program on a regularrbasis
5. To undertake both long- and short-range planning of early field

experiences

18
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Program Models

It is as impossible to describe the model of a typical early field ex-
periences program as it is to describe the average child, for the simple
reason that there is no average child and there is no typical early field
experiences program. Every program has individual characteristics
that reflect the particular theoretical bases, institutional philosophy,
and unique characteristics of the school of education that conceived
and implemented it. Every program has elements that are there by pur-
pose and those that are there by necessity. At best, the common elements
in early field experiences programs are students, instructors, and a set-
ting where some dimension of the teaching-learning process is going
on. This is probably as it should be. The wide variety of teachers needed
in our schools virtually mandates such diversity in preparation pro-
grams.

The common element in early field experiences programs exists
in the area of goals. While there may be institutional differences in em-
phasis, the intent of the programs is essentially the same: to introduce
students to career opportunities in education, to provide enough ex-
posure to allow both the university and the student to determine
whether teaching is an appropriate career choice, and to provide some
initial experiences in the teaching-learning process.

One of the best statements of the general goals of an eat ly field ex-
periences program was developed by a task force of Indiana teachers,
administrators, students, and professors who cooperatively identified
what those goals should be. 9



1. The early field experiences program will provide for exploration
of career opportunities in teaching and related career fields.

2. The program will enable the student to participate in a hierar-
chical, sequential, and developmental set of experiences at different
educational levels and community sites.

3. The program will establish for the student an experiential base
upon which to judge the relationship of the total university program
(basic theories) with the on-site experience (practical reality).

4. The program will help to establish evaluative patterns that pro-
mote a more effective selection process of teacher education candidates.

5. The program will help to establish mutually beneficial levels of
communication and orientation between all partners, agencies, and
institutions involved in teacher education.

6. The program will enrich the program of the public or private
school where the field experience takes place.

7. The program will heir to sharpen teacher candidates' percep-
tions of the teaching-learning process.

8. The program will help the teacher candidate become aware of
and involved in the multiple roles and responsibilities of the teacher.

9. The program will provide the greatest possible opportunity for
awareness of the many agents of education.

10. The program will allow a student to exercise increasing degrees
of classroom management and assessment skills, planning, teaching,
and responsibility in a supportive and facilitative environment.

These encompassing goals suggest a myriad of programs and ob-
jectives that translate into a variety of student experiences. Again, these
programs will be specific to the institutions designing them, but in
general, will fall intoone of three models: 1) the course specific model,
2) the block of courses model, and 3) the program-related model. Fol-
lowing are descriptions of each of these models.

The Course Specific Model
Probably the most common model for early field experiences isone

that simply attaches an on-site field experience to an existing teacher
education course. Traditionally, in many of the introduction to teach-
ing courses, students were sent out occasionally to observe in a school.
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In some universities the teacher education students labeled this field
trip activity asi their "September Experience" since it took place at the

beginning c, he school year, and it allowed teacher education students
to observe ,ine dynamics of how teachers get a new school year
underway. On the positive side, such course specific, one-shot field trip
approaches , were, at least, a nod to the need for some firsthand
knowledge .atiout schools and students. On the negative side, these
approachesitontributed little to the students' self-screening process or
to improving the quality of the teacher education graduate.

There are two methods generally employed with the course specific
model. The first is where each professor independently determines
what kind and how many field experiences are required for his par-
ticular course. He then develops and implements those field experi-

ences. The second is where those professors in a given teacher prepara-

tion area, such as secondary education, jointly determine what field
experiences should be included in that area. They then designatewhich

course will provide which experience. Though jointly developed, the
field experiences are still related to a single course. The advantages to
the joint development are obvious. There can be a predetermined scope

and sequence, and students will not have to endure repetition of

particular experiences.
The examples of activities in a course specific early field experience

that follow are taken from a field-based curriculum that wasdeveloped

independently by professors for their own courses.

Early Field Experience Activities in
Mefhods of Teaching Modern Languages

I. (..4wilerve instruction in two or more classrooms that usedifferent

approatthes to the teaching of a foreign language.
2. Develop and use a lesson plan for a one-day instruction of a small

group of secondary pupils.
3. Develop and use a lesson plan for a one-day instruction of a total

class of secondary pupils.
4. Write a test that measures achievement of instructional objectives

over a short period, e.g., a weekly or daily quiz. Administer, score, and

analyze the test. 21
20



5. Investigate the resources of two or more communities for instruc-
tion in the culture of the language.

Early Field Experience Activities in
Tests and Measurements

I. List the general and specific objectives of the classroom teacher.
Describe the instruction used for one of them.

2. Observe the administration of a test. Help score the test.
3. Write a test to measure a classroom teacher's objectives in a spe-

cific unit: give it, score it, do an item analysis, and determine how it
could be used in evaluating the pupils.

4. Observe a standardized test being administered; interview the
teacher to learn what use is made of the scores.

The following activities for early field experiences were developed
by a secondary education faculty. The designation in parentheses at the
end of each activity indicates the course for which the activity is de-
signed.

Early Field Experience Activities for
Secondary Education Majors

I. Identify an example of a learning theory you have studied that
has been translated into a classroom practice. (Foundations)

2. Visit three different instructional settings (team teaching class-
room, individualized classroom, or traditional classroom) and report
the differences you observe. (Foundations)

3. Attend a sports and a nonsports extracurricular event; observe
and report the behavior of the students. (Foundations)

4. Work with a small group of students, applyingprinciples learned
about instruction and group dynamics. (Foundations)

5. Read a statement of the philosophical aims and objectives of a
secondary school and discuss these with someone who teaches in that
school. (Foundations)

6. Observe instruction in a classroom for the purpose of identifying
and analyzing selected evaluation methods. (Measurement)

7. Observe the administration of a test, score it fondle teacher, and
discuss the use of the results. (Measurement)
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8. Prepare and administer a test, score it, and discuss with the class-
room teacher possible uses for the results. (Measurement)

9. Confer with a retired teacher, administrator, or other school em-
ployee about the changes in education over the years. (Principles)

10. Attend a general faculty meeting. (Principles)
1 I. Attend a school board meeting. (Principles)
12. Observe the tasks of the guidance counselor. school nurse. dean

of boys or girls, and the school social worker and list the ways in which
each serves the school community. (Principles)

13. Visit with a department head in your own subject area to discuss
the most recent trends in teaching in that area. (Methods)

14. Converse with teachers and students and secure their ideas about

the qualities needed for a successful teacher in your subject area.
(Methods)

15. Begin a class session for a teacher. (Methods)
16. Work with a small group of students in the classroom.

(Methods)
17. Prepare and present a lesson. (Methods)
18. Tutor a student who is having difficulty in your subject area.

(Methods)
There are two major advantages to organizing early field experi-

ences around a specific course. First. it is easy to do; rile individual pro-
fessor simply builds it into his class along with the other assignments.
Second, and far more important, the student receives almost immediate
feedback about the theory he is learning in his university classes
through observation of or participation in the school classroom.

The Block of Courses Model
This part icui..; format for organizing early field experiences is most

often found in the elementary teacher preparation program since
several methods courses are frequently taught in a unified format or
block of courses. Since it is unlikely that such a block would be taught
by one professor. the objectives and activities are usualiy the result of
team planning and organization.

Ordinarily, in the block arrangement the students have three dif-
ferent levels of field experiences. Generally, early ice their program the
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students will be sent out for a few days of directed observation in a
classroom. Later in the term they will return to a classroom as a teacherassistant in a supportive instructional role. Then, near the end of the
term, the students will go into classrooms again, but this time they willbe' responsible for some instruction of the students there. Often thelessons the university students teach are those they have prepared fortheir block course, and the work has already been presented to their
peers and professors for practice and critiquing prior to its use in theclassroom.

In the block of courses model some programs have as another objec-tive for early field experiences the opportunity for teacher education
students to observe the rate of pupil growth and learning in the class-
room. When this is an objective, the teacher education students alwaysreturn to the same group of students when they go into the field.

Other block of courses models have as an objective for early fieldexp., iences the opportunity for teacher education students to associatewith a variety of instructional settings and kinds of students. Whenthis is the objective, the teacher education student is moved to a differ-
ent instructional setting and a different group of students foreach fieldexperience.

The advantage of the block of courses model is that the field experi-
ences are instructionally interrelated just as they would be in actualclassroom teaching. Students will experience firsthand how, for ex-ample, their reading methods are related to their science methods.

The Program-Related Model
The least common organizational model for early field experiencesis the program-related model, which specifies the field experiences ateacher education student should have, but doesn't tie them to an indi-

vidual course or courses. In this plan the student signs up for field ex-perience hours (usually one or two a semester) and reports to a field ex-
perience office that assigns him a location and a supervisor (usually a
graduate assistant). Oven a period of several semesters, the teacher edu-cation student will complete all the field experiences objectives speci-fied for a major in his field. The student is ordinarily eligible for "ob-
servation" experiences during his freshman and sophomore years.
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and "participation" experiences during his junior and senior years.
The advantage of the program-related model for early field experi-

ences is an organizational one. in large universities, particularly those
located in small towns, there simply would be too many demands for

placements in the local schools and agencies if every professor were

negotiating one for each education student. With a central field ex-

perience office handling all the placements, field experiences can be

more easily scheduled. Students who could not be accommodated in a
given semester would still be able to earn credit in their teacher educa-

tion courses, but their field experiences could be taken when an oppor-

tunity was available.
The disadvantage of the program-related model is the student's

lack of immediate feedback from the theoretical discussions in teacher

education courses. In all fairness, however, this disadvantage can be

overcome to some extent by the field experience office personnel who

meet with the students under their supervision for questions and dis-

cussion.



Problems Along the Way

Implementing early field experiences presents some problems. Some
of the problems are philosophical and political, like those that deal
with the nature of teacher education and its governance. Some are as
pedestrian as who pays the bus fare if a student has to travel away from
the university for early field experiences. For our purposes we will dis-
cuss the major problems in two general categories, the philosophical
and the logistical.

Philosophical Problems
Why is there a major philosophical question related to early field

experiences for prospective teachers? We regularly send prospective
nurses and physicians into clinical settings. Going back to our earlier
analogy of the opera singer, we would anticipate no objection to put-
ting the aspiring singer in a number of small roles prior to the time he
or she takes on a lead role. There are, however, two major philosoph-
ical questions to be raised when early field experiences are considered.
The first has to do with the nature of teacher education and the second
with its governance.

The philosophical question raised in relation to early field ex-
periences and the nature of teacher education in oversimplified terms
goes something like this: If the student can learn so much from the
practitioner and the field setting, why not just sign him on as an ap-
prentice with a classroom teacher and completely dispense with
schools of education? The philosophical issue, then, becomes what is
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the proper education for a teacher? This issue has long been a topic of
heated debate, and we will not attempt to resolve it in the limited space
of this fastback. However, we cite it as an issue that has been and
certainly will continue to be raised when dealing with the theoretical
foundations of teacher preparation programs. It should be raised. It is
a critical question, and it must be resolved within the institutions de-
signing early field experiences programs if they hope to implement
them successfully. Nothing can so quickly diminish the quality of a
program as having people involved who do not believe in it.

The argument in support of early field experiences is that they are
already an accepted and integral part of teacher preparation. This posi-
tion holds that the new emphasis on early experiences is simply an
issue of degree, not kind. The argument against support for early field
experiences is that the teacher candidates will not possess apfficiently
broad theoretical base on which to act if field experiences take up the
time in which such a base should be developed.

There is, of course, truth on both sides. That is why the issue has re-
sisted resolution as long as it has. What has to be said to both sides is
that colleges of education usually have only four years to prepare and
certify teacher candidates. They share much of that time with other
university departments. In the final analysis, teacher education facul-
ties must resolve what they believe is most consequential for their
students to 'accomplish in order to become good teachers. It is not easily
decided; it never has been.

Historically. schools of education have jecilously guarded their
right to determine curriculum and to judge when it has been satisfac-
torily completed. Such "rights" may come into conflict with the part-
nership concept for preparing teachers. Here is the question: Are
school of education faculties going to allow practicing teachers and ad-
ministrators to have an equal voice in the planning and evaluation of
early field experiences? After all, most of those field sites belong to the
public schools, not to the schools of education. The governance of
teacher education is and will continue to be an issue for debate and
negotiation.

We 'mist assume integrity and sincerity on both sides of the gov-
ernance issue. There are those teacher educators who sincerely believe



that they, as scholars in the field,should not leave basic decisions about
teacher preparation to others. Although we would be the first to admit
that in some cases such a position reflects simply snobbery, it should
not be summarily dismissed as only that. There is a great deal that oc-
curs in schools that research indicates should not be done and certainly
should not be emulated as a training model. Scholars have been
charged with knowing those things; time is provided for them to findthem out. Practitioners are given no such charge or time to pursue it.
This is not to discredit the exemplary work of many practitioners; it is
simply to recognize that each group has different roles and responsi-
bilities. Both practitioner and professor are honorable callings, and
very few of us need to be both. Wemust compliment each other's excel-
lence and cease trying to prove we are all alike. We are nut alike and
probably shouldn't be.

To accept each other as equals in governance means both teacher
educators and practitioners are going to have to resolve their conflicts
about their appropriate roles. It also means that both are going to have
to stop pretending that the other doesn't know anything. And, this con-flict must be resolved very early on if the field experience program in
teacher education is going to maintain any real integrity. At the very
least, the teachers, professors, and administrators involved must sit
down and start talking before they do anything else.

It is better to delay the implementation of the early field experiences
programs until issues about governance are. at least, on their way to
resolution. This is particularly true of those questions related to whois "in charge." Under no circumstances should the students be "in
charge"! We know one horror story about a professor who told some
prospective teachers to get some experience in a school system that had
said it would be fine to send them. They all got some experience!
Among other things, these eager prospective teachers tested childrenand telephoned their parents with comments like, "Your son is really
very dumb; why do you expect hint to make good grades?" Only a con-
siderable amount of fence mending in that community kept several
lawsuits from being filed.

The philosophical dilemmas are the real barriers to successful im-
plementation of early field experiences, and we emphasize again that
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they must be resolved among individual faculties and school districts
before the logistical aspects of the programs should even be consid-
ered. Once a teacher education faculty and a district are committed to
providing early field experiences, they will usually be able to cope with
the logistical problems.

Logistical Problems
The first logistical problem to be dealt with is placement, and it is

an enormous one. It involves both finding appropriate locations for
students and establishing a process for doing so that does not overbur-
den either the schools or the university administratively.

A committee or council is the most efficient means of identifying
sites for placements. In such an arrangement, representatives of the
participating schools, agencies, and universities sit down with lists of
the available sites and the anticipated needs and come to cooperative
decisions as to which students will be located where, when, and for
what purpose. This talking-through process allows all concerned to
discuss the relative strengths and weaknesses of each need and situa-
tion. This kind of interaction greatly improves the possibility of suc-
cessful, if not completely individualized, placements. These councils
need to meet only occasionally during the year, and much administra-
tive time can be saved with their use.

The alternatives to the council approach are I) individual profes-
sors contacting individual schools and teachers, or 2) field experience
directors collecting the early experience placement needs of the univer-
sity faculty and then contacting the specific schools and teachers. If the
university is making a large number of placements, preregistration for
courses with field experience components is a necessity in order to have
time to schedule all the placements.

The second logistical problem in implementing early field experi-
ences is budgeting for personnel and for travel. The personnel costs
must include payment for the university supervisor, payment for the
cooperating teacher or agency, and payment for the administrative staff
required in both the university and the school.

Supervision of early field experiences is essential. Students cannot
be sent to field sites with a hope that just going there will be a worth-
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while professional experience. They must be given directed, monitored
experiences. This takes professional time, and professional time is ex-
pensive. In one semester a typical professor with three classes of 25 stu-
dents, each of whom is expected to complete five field experiences, is
faced with 375 field experiences to direct and monitor in addition to
meeting his or her classes. The professor will also have other job-
related responsibilities, and the field sites may all be some distalice
from the university campus. The professor's task is clearly impossible.
Schools of education serious about implementing early field experi-
ences are going to have to limit the enrollment in the field experience
classes or reduce the number of classes the professor is assigned. Those
are both very costly alternatives, one of which must be chosen if the
program has any hope of accomplishing what was intended.

The personnel in the cooperating schools and agencies must also be
given some form of compensation. To the eternal credit of the class-
room teachers, they seldom insist on payment. However, if they are to
become a permanent and integral part of the teacher preparation pro-
gram, teachers must be given some material reward for doing so.
Whether that reward is in the form of free tuition or testimonial
dinners, it still must ultimately be translated into dollars.

Finally, there will be additional administrative time required in
both universities and schools when large numbers ofstudents must be
placed in early field experiences. This time represents still another per-
sonnel cost.

In addition to these rather considerable personnel costs, travel costs
must be added. Faculty and students must go to the sites where the ex-
periences have been arranged. Public transportation may or may not
be available. Most students do not own cars. On many residential cam-
puses students are not allowed to have cars on campus even if they do
own them. So, in addition to funds to pay mileage, funds for transpor-
tation must also be counted into the total cost.

While personnel and travel are the two largest cost categories, there
are other costs in early field experiences programs that should also be
noted. Some form of liability and accident insurance coverage for the
prospective teacher may be mandated by state regulations. Insurance
coverage must also be arranged for the studerfaaf9r accidents that mayti
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occur while traveling in university-owned vehicles. Legal fees are also
incurred when contracts must be drawn up with cooperating school
districts and service agencies.

These are real problems that must be faced when early field experi-
ences are added to a teacher education program. None of the problems
is likely to be impossible to solve, but each will require serious atten-
tion.
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Shared Benefits

Current trends in teacher education indicate that public school per-
sonnel will have a stronger voice in the development and implementa-tion of preservice professional programs. In line with these trends,
teacher education institutions should begin to implement a school-
university partnership in which education professors and public
school teachers and administrators work together as an organization of
peers to develop early field experiences programs. Both schools and
universities will benefit from well-planned, well-executed early field
experiences. The entire profession will benefit from better prepared
teachers for tomorrow.

The benefits to classroom teachers come from the university stu-
dents who are available to give assistance during much of the school
day. The students can be assignedduties such as small group tutoring,
remedial wotk with small groups, individualizing instruction for the
pupil needing special help, helping with clerical work, and helping
with displays for the classroom.

Elementary and secondary pupils benefit by receiving the addi-
tional attention aimed at their specific needs. For example, a pupil who
has deficiencies in word attackskills or multiplying decimals can, in an
early experiences program, receive intensive individualized instruction
from a university student several hours a week.

The prospective teachers benefit by gaining real-life experiences
with students in the classroom: a result of these firsthand experi-
ences, students will know whether theywant to commit themselves to a
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career in education. If they find teaching not to their liking, they can
eliminate themselves from the teacher preparation program during the
freshman or sophomore year, thus allowing themselves adequate time
to pursue a more suitable field of study. But more important, the over-

all impact of the program for those who commit themselves to the pro-
fession is four years of cumulative experiences that translate their
theoretical base into dynamic teaching-learning experiences in the
classroom.

Benefits to college professors come from having their content and
theory both updated and illuminated by continuing firsthand experi-

ence in schools. Thus, teacher educators are able to present more
reality-based instruction in their classes and begin to bridge the gaps
between theory and practice for which teacher education has long been

criticized.
Finally, the greatest benefit to be derived from the early experience

thrust in teacher education is better educated and more competent
teachers entering the profession.
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